
What people are saying about …

BURY YOUR 
ORDINARY

“Justin Kendrick masterfully resurrects the vision and practices 
of discipleship in Bury Your Ordinary. This book gives the reader 
very clear and practical ways to bring Christ to life in our everyday 
existence. It is the kind of book you will read, put into practice, and 
then share with others.”

Dave Ferguson, lead pastor of 
Community Christian Church, author 

of B.L.E.S.S.! and Exponential

“The church in North America is so in need of effective road maps that 
guide us in what effective and practical discipleship looks like. What 
does it mean to apprentice ourselves to Jesus, our Messiah and Lord? 
What does it look like to raise up a generation of Jesus followers who 
can withstand the cultural and spiritual headwinds we’re facing with 
joy, grace, and spiritual power? My friend Justin Kendrick has given us 
a great gift in Bury Your Ordinary. He’s lived out and field-tested what 
he shares and is seeing ‘fruit that remains.’ It is possible for believers 
new and old to grow in maturity and become active participants in 
helping the kingdom flourish, even in these challenging times. I highly 
recommend this book to pastors and leaders of all kinds who long to 
see our churches grow and thrive.”

Kevin Palau, president of Luis Palau Association
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“This book is for anyone who wants more—more than the mundane 
life, more than a Sunday kind of faith, more than the ordinary grind. A 
perfect blend of biblical truth and practicality, Justin’s words are both 
timely and timeless. It is packed with invitations to keep coming back 
to the pages, keep expanding your relationship with God, and keep 
expecting the extraordinary in your daily life as you put these essential 
habits into practice. I can’t wait to see the lives that are transformed 
because of the pages of this book.”

Hannah Brencher, author of Fighting 
Forward and Come Matter Here

“I thoroughly enjoyed the simplicity, practicality, and reproducibility 
of Justin’s approach to discipleship. He speaks from the perspective of 
a fellow struggler, not an expert, and helps the ordinary person take 
steps toward the extraordinary life that God desires for everyone who 
chooses to follow Jesus.”

Scott Ridout, president of Converge

“Justin Kendrick breaks down and makes palatable a topic that, for 
a long time, has seemed to be a mystery in the body of Christ—
DISCIPLESHIP. Bury Your Ordinary is a masterpiece and a 
comprehensive blueprint on discipleship. As you read this book, you 
will receive precept upon precept on the ‘whys’ and the ‘how-tos’ of 
discipleship. But beyond that, you will receive an impartation of the 
same passion and zeal for discipleship that is burning in Justin. I’ve had 
the privilege of knowing Justin for over twenty years. I have witnessed 
firsthand how effectively Justin and his team have discipled people and 
built one of the greatest churches in New England. This is not just any 
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book. It’s an inside look into the life of a true disciple of Jesus—one 
who disciples multitudes!”

Zenzo Matoga, lead pastor of 
Impact Church, Boston, MA

“In Bury Your Ordinary, Justin’s passion for and hands-on experience 
with discipleship converge into a practical guide for how discipleship 
can happen in the real world. This book won’t make you comfortable, 
and it won’t always be fun—but it will work! If you truly want to learn 
how someone can be discipled into a deeper relationship with Jesus, 
this book was written for you!”

Joshua Gagnon, lead pastor of Next 
Level Church, author of It’s Not Over

“In these pages, you will find an accessible, engaging, paradigm-
shifting road map to the spiritual life that you’ve always longed to 
experience but have often struggled to find. Justin invites us to move 
beyond spiritual checklists and guilt-ridden growth models to discover 
an extraordinary and abundant life in Christ.”

Todd Mullins, senior pastor of 
Christ Fellowship Church
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13

INTRODUCTION

I was seventeen years old, sitting on a double-decker bus in Chicago, 
when God spoke the words that would change my life. It was the sec-
ond day of a college weekend at a well-known Christian university, and 
I was hoping to finalize my plans for what I would do after high school. 
This college had everything I was looking for: courses that interested 
me, a student body I connected with, and a city that was buzzing with 
opportunity. I was sitting with a couple of friends I had made over 
the weekend, each sharing how committed they were to attending the 
school. Then they turned to me.

“What about you, Justin? Are you going to come here next year?”
That was when God interrupted. I didn’t hear an audible voice. I 

didn’t see a flash of lightning. But I did hear something deep inside, 
almost an inner voice, nudging me in a different direction: Go home 
and learn to make disciples.

What? Go home and do what? It seemed crazy. I wasn’t even sure 
what that meant. Yet something inside of me knew what God was call-
ing me to do. I looked up at the Chicago sky and took a deep breath. 

“Actually, I don’t think so,” I said. “I think I need to go home … 
to … make disciples …”

Within a few months, I had enrolled at a state university near my 
house and had begun a ministry apprenticeship at my local church. 
People would ask me what my major was at school, and technically I 
was getting a degree in social work, but I’d sometimes tactlessly answer 
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14 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

with an addendum and say, “Truthfully, I’m going to college because 
I’m trying to figure out how to make disciples.” Most people had 
no idea how to respond. The conversation would usually trail off or 
abruptly move in a different direction.

I led a few other students to faith in Jesus my first semester, then 
moved into a dorm on campus and shared a room with three of my 
new friends. By my senior year, I was living with nine guys in a two-
bedroom apartment, all young in faith and learning together to follow 
Jesus. This was discipleship by trial and error, with a little more error 
than anything else. 

Discipleship is one of those words that Christians use, but it often 
seems we don’t know exactly what it is or how to do it. We know that 
to be a disciple means to follow Christ, but if we’re honest, we aren’t 
completely sure what a disciple actually does or how disciple-making 
happens. If you ask a mature Christian at your church to “disciple 
you,” he or she will usually meet you for coffee, listen to your prob-
lems, and encourage you to read the Bible. Those are all really good 
things. But is that all there is to discipleship? 

How do we live as disciples of Jesus? And how do we leverage 
our lives to disciple others? Beneath the surface of those questions 
is another even larger question: How does spiritual growth really 
work? 

This book is the outworking of what I’ve discovered in the twenty 
years since that night in Chicago. It is imperfect and incomplete. But 
it’s been tested in the laboratory of real life—first in my own, then 
in a small group of friends, and finally with thousands of people 
in a local church context. The results have been nothing short of 
miraculous. I’ve had a front-row seat to watch as Christians have 
seen significant spiritual growth in a short time. Many have finally 
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INtRODUctION 15

broken free from destructive patterns, discovered a clearer sense of 
God’s will, and experienced the joy of answered prayer. 

Discipleship doesn’t need to be a mystery. We can actually create a 
road map to get us to the destination of spiritual maturity. 

When God commanded Adam and Eve to subdue the earth, he 
gave them authority over creation, but he left a lot of the details for 
them to discover themselves (Genesis 1:28). He gave no instruction 
on how to plant corn or herd sheep. He didn’t tell them that cotton 
would be good for making clothes or that cow’s milk would be good 
for drinking. God gave the raw materials to the human race, expect-
ing us to identify and develop systems and routines that produce 
positive results. It’s true that Adam and Eve couldn’t make the corn 
grow, but they could plant the seeds that would lead to a harvest. 

In the same way, when Jesus commanded his followers to go and 
make disciples, he seemed to intentionally leave out some specifics 
(Matthew 28:19). How exactly do we make a disciple? What do we 
focus on first? It’s true that ultimately all spiritual growth comes from 
God, but Jesus has given us the raw materials for growth, and he expects 
us to create the systems and routines that maximize our potential.

This book is a collection of seven spiritual habits. A habit is an 
acquired pattern of behavior that, when followed regularly, becomes 
almost involuntary. You’ve probably had the experience of jumping 
into your car to run an errand, only to realize that you’ve somehow 
taken the route to get to your office instead of the store. It happened 
without you even thinking about it. This is the power of a habit. If the 
seven practices described in this book become habitual, the spiritual 
growth that results from them can be exponential. 

The first chapter is dedicated to trying to understand the struggle 
so many Christians are having with spiritual growth. We want to 
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16 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

move ahead in our faith but often feel stuck. Next, we’ll dissect how 
growth actually happens according to Scripture. On that foundation, 
we will build seven spiritual habits, each one building upon the last. 
(And for more resources, including group study material, check out 
BuryYourOrdinary.com.)

Before we jump in, let me give you a word of caution from my 
own life: these habits make me uncomfortable. They challenge my 
routines, stretch my comfort zones, and nudge me beyond what seems 
ordinary in the Christian life. But if there’s one thing we know for 
certain, it’s that the God of the Bible constantly pushes people beyond 
the ordinary. 

This book isn’t about adding a few spiritual routines into your 
already busy life. Rather, it’s a field manual to an entirely different way 
of life in which you dig a deep hole, put the ordinary you inside it, cover 
it with dirt, and walk away. To practice these habits fully, you must 
bury your ordinary. 

Let this serve as an invitation: if you have grown tired of dull spiri-
tual routines and recognize in your heart a hunger for something more, 
this book is for you. My prayer is that God would use it as fuel on a fire.

Habit: [hab-it] noun: an acquired 
behavior pattern regularly followed until 

it has become almost involuntary.
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PART 1: 
TIME FOR A 

CHANGE

“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.”2

walt Disney

“The only greatness for man is immortality.”3

James Dean

“Come, follow me.”

Jesus (Matthew 4:19 NIV)
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Chapter One

THE ACHE TO 
BE GREAT

Greatness redefined as relationship with God

“Do you not know that in a race all the 

runners run, but only one gets the prize? 

Run in such a way as to get the prize.”

1 corinthians 9:24 NIV

Stan is forty-eight years old and has bounced around between a few 
churches over the past ten years. He plays bass guitar on the worship 
team and volunteers with the students for winter camp. He loves God, 
prays every day, and usually puts money in the basket on Sundays. He 
doesn’t have any really close friends, and he’s never told his wife about 
his occasional struggle with porn. He hesitates to let anyone in on a 
deeper level. Stan is a good guy, and he wants to grow spiritually. It’s 
just that his brand of spirituality is … well … safe.

Andre is thirty-two and single. He tries to spend time regularly 
reading the Bible but often finds himself getting distracted or sucked 
into the world of social media. Andre lives in the city and stays busy 
with a thousand hobbies. He dates on and off and always seems to be 
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20 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

on the go. He goes to church but recently has found himself invent-
ing excuses to sleep in on Sunday. His spiritual life is lingering in the 
background of his schedule, but it seems to lack any real initiative. 
He believes in Jesus, but the fire in his eyes is pretty dim. He does the 
things that Christians do, but underneath the routine, Andre is … 
well … bored.

Monica is twenty-eight and the mother of two little kids. She 
runs from preschool to gymnastics and rarely has a moment when 
someone isn’t crying or pooping. She fell in love with Jesus when she 
was in college and even dreamed of moving to the mission field one 
day, but then she met her husband and adjusted the plan. Those days 
of big dreams and excitement on a global scale feel like a lifetime ago. 
Monica talks to God in the margins of her chaotic days, and her faith 
feels … well … ordinary.

Have you ever imagined yourself being a part something really 
significant? Have you ever written down a dream or a prayer that feels 
a thousand miles out of reach? There’s something inside all of us that 
desires more. We can’t completely escape the feeling, but it seems that 
life often distracts us from directly pursuing the dream. Things pile 
up and plans change.

These days, maybe you sell homeowner’s insurance. Of course, 
there’s nothing wrong with that. It could be a great job that provides 
for your family. But maybe it’s not the dream that’s been whispering 
to your heart for years. Now all you find yourself doing is going 
through the motions: you finish that college course or you get mar-
ried and start having kids or you climb the corporate ladder. You love 
your friends and your family. You even love your church. But it feels 
as though something important is missing from the equation. 
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the Ache tO Be GReAt 21

Is it possible that a little honest reflection would confirm that 
your spiritual life is safe, a little boring, and  … well  … ordinary? 
Though that quiet whisper is always in the background, you can’t 
seem to get rid of it.

There’s got to be more than this.
I recently came across the obituary of Victor Dorman. I never 

met him personally, but the final words written about him caught 
my attention.

Victor Dorman, who helped change the way 
Americans buy cheese by putting “the paper between 
the slices” as chairman of the Dorman Cheese 
Company, died on March 4 at his home in Delray 
Beach, Fla. He was 80.4

To be honest, I appreciate the paper between the slices of 
cheese as much as anyone. Mr. Dorman appeared to be a successful 
business man and may have been a wonderful person. But when I 
look back at my life and think about someone writing the two final 
sentences about my existence on Earth, do I want something like 
this mentioned? 

Are you content with the life you’re living? Are you content with 
your current experience of God, or is something on the inside calling 
you further? Too often, our reaction to this sense of discontentment is 
to try to satisfy spiritual desires with natural solutions. We tell ourselves 
that if we just got the right job or met that special someone or had a 
baby, then life would feel significant. But regardless of how wonderful 
these things may be, they cannot satisfy the deeper call of the soul.
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22 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

Regardless of how wonderful 
these things may be, they cannot 
satisfy the deeper call of the soul.

The early church father Augustine got it right when he prayed, “You 
have made us for yourself, O Lord. And our hearts are restless until they 
find their rest in you.”5 Have you felt the stirring of a restless heart? It 
may be hiding under a thick layer of Netflix, new gadgets, and a recent 
failed attempt at romance—but it’s still there under the surface.

How do we actually experience a life full of adventure, purpose, 
and power? Is that even possible … or is this all there is?

Remembering Mr. Magic
On my fifth birthday, my parents threw me a party and invited Mr. 
Magic to our house. In real life, he was a retired art teacher from the 
neighboring town, but in my mind, Mr. Magic was a sign and a won-
der. He had a black top hat, a white cane, and a box full of mysterious 
things. 

At one point in his performance, he dragged me onto his stage 
(also known as the corner of my living room) and in front of all my 
friends asked me to stuff his magical handkerchief in the front of my 
pants. I was wearing my karate suit and quickly obeyed his instruc-
tions. He waved his wand, then pulled the handkerchief out. It now 
had a large pair of white underwear attached to it. The crowd let out 
an audible “Ahhhhh.”

I was stunned. I immediately checked to see if my underwear was 
still on, and it was! My mind began racing with possible explanations 
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the Ache tO Be GReAt 23

for what had just happened. The underwear now attached to the hand-
kerchief was far larger than anything I had ever worn. I tried to put the 
pieces together. Somehow, Mr. Magic had replicated my underwear, 
increased the size of the new pair, and removed it from my body—all 
in an instant! Amazing. But how did he do it?

At that moment, I was open to any explanation. My five-year-old 
mind was like a blank sheet of paper. Maybe his wand had underwear-
multiplying capabilities. Maybe the handkerchief was made of some 
super-special material. Maybe my karate suit had magical powers. At 
that time in my life, at that moment, the concept of possibility was 
completely pliable. 

Life would later teach me that magic wands don’t exist, that there 
are no super-special materials, and that my karate suit was just a $19.99 
purchase from Walmart. The magic of what’s possible got snuffed out 
by what’s reasonable, and Mr. Magic turned back into a retired art 
teacher from the neighboring town.

Do you remember your days of imagination? In your wildest, most 
cherished childhood dreams, what did your future look like? Were you 
an astronaut? A professional athlete? A movie star? I remember dream-
ing about being a sailor who would sail a ship around the whole world. 
I’m sure you had a dream too. But as we got older, we all learned to 
anchor our dreams in reality. We looked around us and began to expect 
only what we’d seen others achieve. 

This is where the life of Jesus abruptly interrupts our settle-for-less, 
realistically sized dreams. The accounts of his life describe a man who 
was constantly stretching the bounds of what was possible. He walked 
on water, raised the dead, talked to a storm, and cast out demons. In 
the gospel of Mark, Jesus was confronted by a man whose son was 
plagued with seizures. The father was desperate for help and cried out 
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24 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

to Jesus, “If you can do anything, have compassion on us and help 
us” (Mark 9:22). The response of Jesus was startling. “‘If you can’! All 
things are possible for one who believes” (Mark 9:23).

What are we supposed to do with a sentence like that? All things 
are possible? Come on, Jesus; let’s be realistic! But he didn’t stop there.

“Truly, I say to you, whoever says to this mountain, ‘Be taken up and 
thrown into the sea,’ and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that 
what he says will come to pass, it will be done for him” (Mark 11:23).

In another instance, he said, “Very truly I tell you, whoever believes 
in me will do the works I have been doing, and they will do even greater 
things than these, because I am going to the Father” (John 14:12 NIV).

The more I study the life of Jesus, the more convinced I am that 
he wasn’t kidding. He was declaring war on our rational, limited view 
of reality and demanding that we redraw the lines of what is possible. 
He doesn’t want us to believe that only he can do impossible things. He 
wants us to live as though we can do them too. 

Jesus invites every believer into something more. More than rou-
tines, more than deadlines, more than ordinary. Inside every human 
being, God has put an ache to be great, and the Spirit of Jesus calls each 
of us to respond.

True Greatness
What does it really mean to be great? The world around us is quick to 
paint a vivid picture. Our culture teaches us that if you acquire a large 
pile of money or become famous and well known in society, if you have 
millions of followers on social media—then you are great. We are told 
that if you accomplish a noteworthy task or invent something new, if 
you excel as an athlete, if you get your name in the newspaper, or if you 
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the Ache tO Be GReAt 25

win a special award—then you are great. All of these ideas are shadows 
of the truth, and they don’t capture the real essence of greatness.

If this life is all there is, then we could define greatness by these 
measurements, but the central message of Jesus is that this life is not 
all there is! You are an eternal being, with an eternal purpose. Beyond 
what you can see with your natural eyes, there is a spiritual world, and 
it is the unseen things that last forever. Because of this, true greatness 
cannot be defined by status or accomplishments in this life. It must be 
defined by your impact in the next life. 

True greatness does not begin with accomplishments. It begins 
with relationship. Jesus shared the secret of greatness when he said, 
“Now this is eternal life: that they know you, the only true God, and 
Jesus Christ, whom you have sent” (John 17:3 NIV). 

Consider the implications of his message. Eternal life is a lot longer 
than the seventy or eighty years we get on this earth. Jesus just lit on 
fire our cultural idols of accomplishment and status. According to him, 
true greatness is relationship with God.

When you zoom out from the chaos of everyday life, this perspec-
tive makes perfect sense. In a thousand years, will anyone remember 
your invention, your hit song, or your successful business? What about 
in ten thousand years? If God is God and eternity is real, then a great 
life is one that is lived in authentic, growing relationship with him. To 
know God, I mean really know him—this is life itself!

But is a vibrant, personal relationship with God a real possibility? To 
know God … think about that! Not just to know about him or to know 
godly principles, but to actually operate daily from a living relationship 
with him. To hear his voice, to know his heart, and to exist in the center 
of his plan. This is the bull’s-eye of what it means to live a truly great life! 
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26 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

The central message of the gospel is that relationship with God 
is available to us through the cross of Jesus Christ. He died for your 
sins, overcame death, and eternally removed the barrier between you 
and God. By faith in him, you can know God and live in the center of 
his will. This is what your heart has been looking for all along in the 
thirst for status and attention. Those things are imposters, preventing 
you from realizing what your heart really aches for—relationship with 
God. Nothing else will satisfy. And through his death and resurrection, 
Jesus makes that relationship a real possibility. 

those things are imposters, 
preventing you from realizing 
what your heart really aches 
for—relationship with God. 

Nothing else will satisfy.

So if the door is actually open, how do we run through it? How 
do we draw close to God and live a life in which the promises of Jesus 
become an experiential reality?

In his classic book Good to Great, Jim Collins tells the story of 
Dave Scott, winner of six Ironman Triathlons, and his habit of rins-
ing his cottage cheese before eating it.6 Scott believed that the extra 
rinse would get excess fat off the cheese, sculpting his diet to the most 
minuscule detail. He wanted to win and reach his full potential so 
badly that no sacrifice was too great and no detail was too small. 

Top-level athletes do things like this all the time, taking their 
training further and pushing themselves beyond where they’ve gone 
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the Ache tO Be GReAt 27

before. We hear about this type of dedication, and it doesn’t surprise 
us. If you want to win six Ironman Triathlons, we understand that it’s 
going to require that you embrace some uncommon habits. No one 
thinks Dave Scott is crazy for his behavior, because he is doing what 
it takes to win.

If God can really be known, and if a truly great life is relationship 
with him, then why doesn’t our pursuit of him reflect this cottage-
cheese-rinsing intensity? Why do uncommon habits often seem extreme 
and unrealistic for the follower of Jesus? When the apostle Paul taught 
the church in Corinth about living in real relationship with God, he 
used the analogy of an athlete. 

Do you not know that in a race all the runners run, 
but only one receives the prize? So run that you may 
obtain it. Every athlete exercises self-control in all 
things. They do it to receive a perishable wreath, but 
we an imperishable. (1 Corinthians 9:24–25)

How foolish does a perishable wreath look in comparison to know-
ing the Creator of the universe? And yet, Dave Scott—who is pursuing 
an earthly prize—is rinsing his cottage cheese, while many followers of 
Jesus—who are pursuing an imperishable prize—hesitate to embrace 
habits that disrupt any of our comforts. If Olympians can show this 
level of intensity, and all they obtain is a trophy or medal, then what 
about those who have been promised eternal life? What about those 
who have access to a real relationship with God and whose actions 
today have implications forever? 

Maybe the missing element to a truly great life has less to do with 
God’s willingness to move and more to do with our unwillingness to 
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28 BURY YOUR ORDINARY

move. The greater life we yearn for is actually obtainable, but it’s going 
to take a significant shift in our perspective and behavior to obtain it.

I remember the first time the weight of Jeremiah 29:13 settled on 
my soul. It’s here that God plainly states what it will take to experience 
real relationship with him in this life: “You will seek Me and find Me 
when you search for Me with all your heart” (NASB). All your heart. 
That’s what it takes. Half your heart doesn’t get you there with God.

Imagine for a minute what your life would look like if this truth 
were applied, if you actually redirected your attention toward relation-
ship with God as your central goal in life. How would life be different 
if your personal pursuit of him eclipsed your career ambitions, your 
desire for new comforts, your hobbies, your recreation—even your 
family and friends? 

Does that sound extreme? Of course it does. But in light of the 
cross and the truth of eternity, it also sounds like the only practical way 
to live. Something deep on the inside calls out to you right now, even as 
you read these words, because you were created to do something great. 
Something more. You can’t settle for a dull, distant, spiritual life.

The history books of heaven are full of people who took the words 
of Jesus seriously, and eternity has been shaped through their sacrifice. 
People like the apostle Paul, Martin Luther, Corrie ten Boom, William 
Seymour, Jim Elliot, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer. Normal people whose 
hearts were captured by an eternal purpose. Consider the perspective of 
Jonathan Edwards, one of history’s greatest preachers:

On the supposition, that there never was to be but 
one individual in the world, at any one time, who 
was properly a complete Christian, in all respects of a 
right stamp, having Christianity always shining in its 
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the Ache tO Be GReAt 29

true luster, and appearing excellent and lovely, from 
whatever part and under whatever character viewed: 
Resolved, To act just as I would do, if I strove with 
all my might to be that one, who should live in my 
time.7

What an amazing ambition. Edwards was resolved to be the one 
person in his time who really walked with God. He wasn’t waiting for 
someone else to do it. He took God’s invitation seriously and responded 
with all his heart. But where are the followers of Jesus today who will 
pick up the baton that Edwards carried?

It’s up to you and me. God’s Spirit on the inside of us is calling. 
Will you settle for your current level of spiritual experience, or will you 
dive deeper? Will you respond to the call of God and even rearrange 
the way you live so that relationship with him becomes the central goal 
of your life?

I want to invite you to a funeral. It may sound a little strange, but 
sometimes a funeral is necessary. At this funeral, we will bury the old 
ordinary you—your ordinary life, ordinary faith, ordinary prayer, ordi-
nary routines—and replace ordinary with something greater. It will 
require significant change, but the change is possible by God’s Holy 
Spirit. Everything begins with you saying yes.

Jesus, I want a deeper relationship with you. Forgive me for accepting far 
less than you have made available. Right now, I say yes. Awaken my heart 
with a passion for you that goes beyond every other passion in my life. I 
choose to seek you with all my heart. 
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